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Introduction
Welcome Secret REP Agent. Reading Emergency Patrol HQ 
needs your help! You have been specially chosen to take 
part in an important mission. REP Agent, Lou Rolle, has 
gone missing, last seen in aisle 7 of a supermarket in 
Reading town centre. It is your job, if you wish to accept, 
to track her down and return her safely to REP HQ. Good 
Luck!

How to play:

Throughout the pack there are tasks and challenges. Some of them are online. Links are provided 
to watch the online tasks.

We suggest you try one challenge a day for 2 weeks, but of course, how often you play is up to you.
We would love to see the things that you create, so feel free to upload your results on social media 
and tag us and you can also email christie@readingrep.com to get your work posted on Reading 

Rep’s social media sites. 

@ r ea d i n g r e p



Challenge 1
REP Agents! It’s time to make your REP Agent badges before 
we get started on this mission!

Every REP Agent is different. We all have a unique name and a unique special skill.
Your REP Agent FIRST Name is the name of your favourite pop star or character 
from a play, musical or TV Show e.g. Elvis or Taylor or Chandler or Oliver.

Your REP Agent SURNAME is the word next to the first letter of your surname from 
the chart below
 

Using the Badge template fill in your Spy Name and decide on your special skill.  
We all also wear special Spy clothes when we are on duty.  Create your spy’s 
costume from clothes and accessories around your house.

Take a picture of you wearing your spy badge and in your spy clothes or send us 
a video of you and introduce yourself to the rest of the team. Meet Secret Agent 
Matilda Poirot introducing herself here: 

https://youtu.be/rbRLqiilvsk

Challenge Ideas:
Special Skills might be:
You can hear through walls.
You can read people’s minds.
You can make objects move just by looking at them.
You can make a cup of tea simply by singing a song to a kettle.

A - Enigma 
B - Morse 
C - Snoop 
D - Magnum 
E - Eavesdrop 
F - Undercover 
G - Fletcher 
H - Taggart 
I - Spook

J - Frost 
K - Invisible 
L - Marple 
M - Powers 
N - Shadow 
O - Bloodhound 
P - Holmes 
Q - Mole
R - Bond

S - Luther 
T - Columbo 
U - Bourne 
V - Poirot 
W - Danger 
X  - Hunt
Y - Dynamo 
Z - Wolf 

https://youtu.be/rbRLqiilvsk


Challenge 2
REP Agents! It’s time to pack your Spy Sacks with all the 
gadgets you might need on this mission!

Using items from around your house to invent one or more gadgets that a spy like 
you might need, and make a video of you, in your REP Agent uniform, explaining how 
they are used. How does your Secret Agent sound when he/she talks? Does he have 
a different voice to you?

Have a look at an example of a gadget made by REP Agent Justin Dynamo and his 
explanation of how he uses it here: 

https://youtu.be/R5rhadnkztY

Challenge Ideas:

Essential Spy Gadgets might involve:

Things found in kitchen drawers that transform into cameras or microphones to 
record suspicious activity e.g. a potato masher microphone.

Things found in the fridge or cupboard that if drunk or eaten can give you some kind 
of power e.g. an invisible shield, fingers that turn in to tools like a screwdriver, feet 
that can walk on water.

Things found in a garden shed that allow you to talk with other spies e.g. a tele-
phone spade 

Appliances such as a toaster or hair dryer that can stop a suspect from running 
away. 

 

https://youtu.be/R5rhadnkztY


Challenge 3
REP Agents! It’s time to get your Secret Agent transport up 
and running so you can get around if needed!

Using a piece of furniture in your house, invent your own Secret Agent mode of 
transport. This could be a car, bike, boat, plane or helicopter. Make a video, in your 
REP Agent uniform, explaining how they are used. Don’t forget how your REP Agent 
sounds when he/she talks!

Have a look at an example of Secret Agent transport belonging to REP Agent Simba 
Snoop and his explanation of how he uses it here: 

https://youtu.be/O6HG97g63y8

Challenge Ideas:

Spy Transport might involve:

A bathtub that transforms into a car when you stomp your feet three times and use 
the plug as a steering wheel.

A chair with wings that flies if you sit on it backwards and flap your arms.

A toilet that turns into a bicycle if you sit on it and flush it whilst steering it with a 
rolling pin.

A sofa that flies if you use blankets to give it wings and steer it with a cushion.

 

https://youtu.be/O6HG97g63y8


Challenge 4
REP Agents! News has leaked to the evil villain, Demona 
Sirus, that we are getting ourselves ready to find our 
friend, Lou Rolle. We must now make sure we have a 
disguise so she cannot spot us on our mission!

Listen to what Demona has said here: 

https://youtu.be/pptzfydoJe4

Using the template at the back of your pack, or drawing your own, design a mask 
that disguises you from Demona and send us a picture or a video of you using it.  
Think about the way you stand or move: Demona might spot who you are from your 
body language! Change the way you move or stand and send us a picture or video of 
this too, if you want!

Challenge Ideas:

Disguises might include:
A mask with a beard or moustache
A mask with a colourful tattoo on its cheek
A walk that makes you look like you are very angry and bossy
A way of standing that makes you look very, very old

 

Mask template can  be found 
at back of pack!

https://youtu.be/pptzfydoJe4


Challenge 5
REP Agents! Demona’s nasty team of Germinators are now 
everywhere in the street which has made it too risky to 
go outside in the amazing REP Secret Agent transport we 
created.  Instead, it’s now time to activate our Spying 
Cameras from home so we can finish our mission and find 
Lou Rolle!

Listen to what Demona has said here: 

https://youtu.be/tsyiOWixl3Q

Find an object in your house that could be the way to magically see the outside 
world and look for Lou Rolle from the safety of your own home. In order to activate 
the Spy Camera, you will have to do something creative. Send us a photo or a video 
of you being creative next to your Spy Camera!

Challenge Ideas:

Your Spy Camera could be a fruit bowl that lets you 
see the outside world once you have danced to a song 
to activate it.

Your Spy Camera could be a sink that lets you see the 
outside world once you have sung a song near it to 
activate it.

Your Spy Camera could be a washing machine that 
lets you see the outside world once you have said the 
magic words in a dramatic voice to it.

Your Spy Camera could be a photo frame that lets 
you see the outside world once you’ve played an 
instrument to activate it.

https://youtu.be/tsyiOWixl3Q


Challenge 6
REP Agents! We have some clues! Your Spy Cameras have 
shown Lou Rolle talking to lots of people just before she 
disappeared. They are ALL suspects. However, the signal on 
your spy cameras was very bad so we aren’t sure who said 
what?

Can you work out which character said what? Match up the character description 
to what you think the character said. Practice saying them out loud in a suitable 
character voice.

A Grumpy Teenager  Move out of the road, you silly woman!
An Excited Dog   Eh?! What did you say?
An Angry Bus Driver  Move along! Move along! Keep to the left, I said!
A Lost Child   My feet are killing me: I need a day off.
A Deaf Granny   Hello! Hello! I LOVE humans!!!
A Bossy Policeman  Not going to school is SO boring!
A Tired Doctor   Have you seen my mummy?
A Kind Shop Worker  You’ll find it in aisle 7, my dear.

Challenge Ideas:

You might:

Film yourself pretending to be all the characters. Say 
their lines in the best character voice you can do for 
each one!

Ask a family member to be one character and you 
be the other and say the lines to each other (can you 
imagine what they said to each other next?)

Draw a picture of what all these characters look like and label them.

Draw a map of Lou Rolle’s walk to the supermarket and label where she met every 
one of these characters (if you can’t remember, activate your Spy Cameras again 
and fire up those imaginations one more time!).
 



REP Agents! REP HQ knows that one of these suspects 
definitely had something to do with the disappearance of 
REP Agent, Lou Rolle. It’s up to you to figure this out!
You decide who you think had something to do with Lou 
Rolle’s disappearance and could be working for Demona 
Sirus and bring them to life using all your fantastic 
creative skills.

Challenge Ideas:

You might:

Make a statue of the character and take a 
picture of yourself. Think about how your 
character stands and your facial expression.

Create a costume from things around the 
house for one of the characters and take a 
picture of yourself in it.

Ask a family member to interview you as that 
character and tell them more about when you 
saw Lou Rolle. Think about how that character sounds and moves. You could record 
this!

Draw a picture of one of the characters and write in a speech bubble something else 
they might say as their character. Take a picture of your drawing and send it in!
 

Challenge 7



REP Agents! Demona’s nasty team of Germinators are now 
growing in strength and restricting our movements even 
more. We need to fight her nastiness with as much positive 
energy as possible!

Choose a favourite song and lead your family, or make a video and lead the rest of 
the REP secret agents, in a movement warm up. Any moves you like to any song you 
like. The more positive energy we get going between us the better!

Challenge Ideas:

Imagine you are in the warm up circle at drama 
thinking of moves on the spot. Do this in the mirror or 
ask a family member to copy you to a song you love.

Pick a favourite song you also know the words to and 
sing as loud as you can as you make up your move on 
the spot.

Choose a song you love and create some fun dance 
moves to the chorus. Teach a family member the 
dance moves so you can dance together.

High energy moves need suitable clothing!  Find 
some clothes that are colourful or sparkly or suited 
for exercise and film yourself moving in them sending 
positive energy to the rest of the REP Secret Agent 
team! What positive words can you shout out to your 
friends?

Challenge 8



Challenge 9
REP Agents! Well done, your positive energy is slowly 
sucking the nastiness out of Demona Sirus and her 
Germinators. We think that once she is destroyed, we will 
find Lou Rolle. We have been told here at REP HQ that the 
only thing that will finally get rid of her once and for 
all is a Vac Scene.

Listen to what REP HQ says here about making your Vac Scene: 
https://youtu.be/OJIKKZw5yks

Get out your hoover, hand-vac, carpet sweeper or dustpan and brush and create a 
scene where you use it to suck the last bit of nastiness out of Demona Sirus and her 
Germinators. Get rid of her for good!

Challenge Ideas:

Film yourself telling us all about your hoover or hand-vac 
etc and how you plan using it to destroy Demona. Do the 
buttons on it do different things like make her melt, will they 
trap her in the bag, will you tie her up in the cord and hand 
her over to the police?

Imagine you are meeting Demona and you have your hoover 
or hand-vac there ready to get rid of her! What happens? Act 
this out alone or ask a family member to be Demona. Make 
sure you direct them in how you want them to act. Send us 
the video if you want!

Make a freeze frame of the moment Demona is stopped for 
good with your hoover or hand-vac. Ask a family member to 
be Demona and tell them how you want them to stand and 
what their facial expression should be. Send the picture in 
for us to see!

https://youtu.be/OJIKKZw5yks


Challenge 10
REP Agents! Well done, you have found Lou Rolle, and she 
thanks you for all the help getting rid of Demona and her 
Germinators. However, she can’t remember a single thing 
that happened to her, but she knows you know exactly what 
happened!

Listen to what Lou Rolle has to say here: 

https://youtu.be/NUjlhUJOl7E

Let REP HQ know what happened when she disappeared from Aisle 7 that day in the 
supermarket. Where has she been all this time?  YOU decide!

Challenge Ideas:

Draw a storyboard of what happened to Lou Rolle. Each picture tells the story of her 
disappearance in order of what happened. Use the template attached. Email it to us 
so we can show her!

Write what happened to Lou Rolle as a story called “Lou Rolle: Wiped Out.” Email it to 
us.

Make a suitable Spy Uniform for Lou Rolle out of toilet roll. Dress a family member in 
it. Be sure to reuse it after though!

Act out what happened to Lou Rolle and film it. Ask a family member to play parts 
if you need them to, or you play all the characters but have different costumes for 
each one!

https://youtu.be/NUjlhUJOl7E


 Challenge 1- 
Cut out your REP Agent Badge here:



Challenge 4 - Cut out your mask 
disguise here:



Storyboard


